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Abstract— MapReduce is a powerful platform for large-

scale data processing. MapReduce provides an easy parallel 

programming interface in a distributed computing 

environment. Bag-of-Tasks (BoTs) are parallel applications 

with no inter-task communication. Different approaches are 

studied to reduce the execution time and maximize the CPU 

utilization for cloud jobs. According to the studies, this can 

be happened MapReduce with BOT. Moreover, there are 

large numbers of jobs and if they are not scheduled well 

then complexity of execution will be occur. So, by applying 

scheduling techniques like MapReduce and BOT on cloud 

jobs this can be avoided. In Mapreducer’s reducer phase 

cloud jobs are going to executes serial so it takes too much 

execution time and minimum CPU utilization but after 

applying BOT on that phase jobs are going to execute 

parallel so execution time will reduced and CPU utilization 

will be maximized. From this approach, execution time may 

be reduced for cloud jobs and CPU utilization may be 

maximized. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is an emerging and increasingly popular 

computing paradigm, which provides the users massive 

computing, storage, and software resources on demand. 

How to program the efficient distributed parallel 

applications is complex and difficult. How to dispatch a 

large scale task executed in cloud computing environments 

is challenging as well. This is because applications running 

in cloud computing environment need to conquer some 

problems such as the network bandwidth, the faults 

tolerance, and the heterogeneity. 

Cloud computing is divided into two categories, 

namely "cloud services" and "cloud technology". "Cloud 

services" is achieved through the network connection to the 

remote service. Such services provide users installation and 

use a variety of operating systems, for example Amazon 

Web Services (CE2 and S3) services. This type of cloud 

computing can be viewed as the concepts: "Infrastructure as 

a Service" (IaaS) "Storage as a service" (SaaS), respectively. 

Both of them are derived from the concept of "Software as a 

Service" (SaaS) that is the biggest area for cloud services in 

demand, while "Platform as a Service" (PaaS) concept is an 

alternative for cloud computing service. Using these 

services, users can even simply to rely on a cell phone or 

thin client to do many of things that can only be done on a 

personal computer in the past, which means that cloud 

computing is niversal. The "cloud technology" is aimed at 

the use of virtualization and automation technologies to 

create and spread computer in a variety of computing 

resources. This type can be considered as traditional data 

centers (Data Center) extension; it does not require external 

resources provided by third parties and can be utilized 

throughout the company's internal systems, indicating that 

cloud computing also has the specific expertise. Currently 

on the market the most popular cloud computing services 

are divided into public clouds, private clouds, 

community/open clouds, and hybrid clouds, where Goggle 

App Eng [1], Amazon Web Services [2], Microsoft Azure 

[3] - the public cloud; IBM Blue Cloud [4] - the private 

cloud; Open Nebula [5], Eucalyptus [6], Yahoo Hadoop [7] 

and the NCDM Sector/Sphere. 

II. MAPREDUCE 

MapReduce is a powerful platform for large-scale data 

processing. To achieve good performance, a MapReduce 

scheduler must avoid unnecessary data transmission by 

enhancing the data localityMapReduce is currently the most 

famous framework for data intensive computing. 

MapReduce is motivated by the demands of processing huge 

amounts of data from a web environment. MapReduce 

provides an easy parallel programming interface in a 

distributed computing environment. Also MapReduce deals 

with fault tolerance issues for managing multiple processing 

nodes. The most powerful feature of MapReduce is its high 

scalability that allows user to process a vast amount of data 

in a short time. There are many fields that benefit from 

MapReduce such as bioinformatics, machine learning, 

scientific analysis, web data analysis, astrophysics, and 

security[8]. 

The structure of MapReduce is primarily based on 

the master-slave architecture. A single master node monitors 

the status of the slave nodes and assigns jobs to them. A task 

assigned to slave nodes has two phases of processing; map 

and reduce. From the map process, intermediate results are 

generated and transferred to the reduce process as input. The 

reduce process sorts the intermediate results by keys then 

merges them as one final output. There is a synchronization 

step between the map and reduce processes. The 

synchronization phase is a data communication step between 

the mapper and reducer nodes to launch the reduce process. 

The architecture of the MapReduce model follows a shared 

nothing structure where each task on a node has no 

knowledge of other tasks. This leads to simplicity of data 

processing and fault tolerance. 
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Fig. 1: MapReduce Model [8] 

III. BAG –OF-TASK 

Bag-of-Tasks (BoTs) are parallel applications with no inter-

task communication. A variety of problems in several fields, 

including computational biology [1], image processing [2], 

and massive searches [3], have been modeled as BoT 

applications. In comparison to the message passing model, 

BoT applications can be easily executed on multiple 

resource providers to meet a user deadline or reduce the user 

response time. Although BoT applications comprise 

independent tasks, the results produced by all tasks 

constitute the solution of a single problem. In most cases, 

users need the entire set of tasks completed to be able to 

post-process or analyse the results [4].  

Metaschedulers can distribute parts of a Bag-of-

Tasks (BoT) application among various resource providers 

in order to speed up its execution [4]. The expected 

completion time of the user application is then calculated 

based on the run time estimates of all applications running 

and waiting for resources. However, due to inaccurate run 

time estimates, initial schedules are not those that provide 

users with the earliest completion time. These estimates 

increase the time distance between the first and last tasks of 

a BoT application, which increases average user response 

time, especially in multi-provider environments. 

A Meta scheduler receives user requests to 

schedule BoTs on multiple autonomous resource providers 

in on-line mode. Providers have no knowledge about one 

another. Users provide the number of required processors 

along with either a run time estimation or an application 

profiler. The application profiler is used by the scheduling 

architecture to automatically determine run time estimations 

inside each provider. The run time estimation can be of 

either the entire BoT or the tasks individually. The 

processors are available from space-shared machines such as 

clusters and massively parallel processing machines. We 

define a BoT as job composed of tasks. However, when a set 

of tasks from a BoT are submitted to a provider, we call this 

set as a job as well; thus BoTs also comprise jobs that run on 

multiple providers. 

 

Fig. 2: Bots Architecture 

Bag-of-tasks applications (BoTs) are sets of 

numerous unconnected (i.e., without precedence constraints) 

tasks, which can be highly parallelized given their 

unconnected nature. Scheduling and executing BoTs in 

Cloud environments is performed on sets of virtualized and 

dedicated Cloud resources, which are allocated in terms of 

fixed and predefined allocation slots (e.g., 1-hour time slots 

in Amazon EC2) that start being exhausted right after their 

allocation disregarding whether tasks are being executed or 

not. In addition, Cloud resources may be allocated for 

several hours to execute BoTs. However, some resource 

types (e.g., clusters) may be allocated for only a few hours, 

while others (e.g., CPU instances) may be allocated for 

several hours. Then, BoTs may be executed in (probably) 

heterogeneous sets of Cloud resources that may be allocated 

for a different number of hours in order to make an efficient 

use of consumers’ budgets. 

IV. BAG OF TASK VS. MAPREDUCE 

Tasks of a bag are independent of each other, so they are 

ready to be scheduled immediately. The tasks can be pre-

empted and rescheduled later, if needed by a reconfiguration 

of the cloud environment [4]. The expected completion time 

of the user application is then calculated based on the run 

time estimates of all applications running and waiting for 

resources. However, due to inaccurate run time estimates, 

initial schedules are not those that provide users with the 

earliest completion time. These estimates increase the time 

distance between the first and last tasks of a BoT 

application, which increases average user response time, 

especially in multi-provider environments. We assume that 

there is some completion time distribution among the tasks 

of a bag, but, a-priori, it is unknown to both the user and to 

the BaTS scheduling algorithm. The only information we 

require is the size of the bag (the total number of tasks that 

need to be executed). Several techniques have been 

proposed to predict application run times and queue wait 

[1]. 

Once the Meta scheduler provides the user with an 

expected completion time of a BoT application, tasks can 

start execution either immediately or after processors 

become available. it means tasks are placed in a waiting 

queue and can be rescheduled to start before expected when 
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tasks from other applications have inaccurate run time 

estimates. 

The structure of MapReduce is primarily based on 

the master-slave architecture. A single master node monitors 

the status of the slave nodes and assigns jobs to them. A task 

assigned to slave nodes has two phases of processing; map 

and reduce. From the map process, intermediate results are 

generated and transferred to the reduce process as input. The 

reduce process sorts the intermediate results by keys then 

merges them as one final output. There is a synchronization 

step between the map and reduce processes. The 

synchronization phase is a data communication step between 

the mapper and reducer nodes to launch the reduce process. 

Dependency between the map and reduce phases, a single 

node can slow down the entire process, causing the other 

nodes to wait until it is finished. No rescheduling required 

like bag of task. 

V. SYSTEM MODEL 

The System model assumed in this research is depicted in 

above figure. The central component of the model is 

scheduler that manages all jobs. Jobs come from user side 

then it will be handled by scheduler and provided 

appropriate resource to them. In Scheduler part, first mapper 

phase maps all jobs come from user side and send them to 

next phase which is Combiner, combines same jobs with 

respect their <Key , value> then forwarded to Reducer 

phase. At reducer phase reduces all jobs with their key and 

values and we get results with scheduled jobs. Now these 

jobs are handled by BOT with number of bags for parallel 

execution. Due to this proposed model execution time of all 

jobs can be decreased because BOT apply on reducer phase 

for parallel jobs execution. 

 

Fig. 3: System Model 

VI. ALGORITHM 

Input: Set of Unscheduled tasks.  

Algorithm:  

1. Put the tasks into small chunks (jobs) :  

Divides input into appropriate size splits which get assigned 

to a Map function.  

2. Maps jobs with mapper class:  

Master node takes large problem input and slices it into 

smaller sub problems; distributes these to worker nodes. 

Worker node may do this again; leads to a multi-level tree 

structure and Worker processes smaller problem and hands 

back to master.  

3. Forward this output to the Combine class:  

Input for Reduce is pulled from the Map intermediate output 

and sorted according to this Combine function.  

4. Perform Reduce operation on jobs with BOT Operation: 

Master node takes the answers to the sub problems and 

combines them in a predefined way to get the output/answer 

to original problem and then apply BOT on it.  

5. Apply parallel job execution mechanism.  

Output: Set of Scheduled tasks. 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & RESULTS 

We have implemented the bots application in CloudSim 

Toolkit 3.0.In this section, we describe the environment to 

evaluate the method and discuss the experiment results. 

We tested our work on Cloudsim Toolkit [3]. In 

our experiment, we have worked with just one datacenter. 

We took up with 8 hosts on this datacenter which in turn is 

running two VMs per host. Each node comprises of one 

CPU core with 1000 bandwidth and storage space of 

1000000 MB. For our experiment we have just worked with 

different resources.  

Figure shows result taken from simulation of 

system. We know that every job has an execution time with 

in that time the job is going executed. Graph clearly shows 

difference of execution time between MapReduce without 

BOT and MapReduce with BOT. When BOT is used with 

MapReduce execution time of jobs decreasing compared to 

without BOT because jobs are going to executed parallel 

with number of bags. 

 

Fig. 4: Jobs vs. Execution Time 
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Fig. 5: Utilization vs. Hosts 

Figure shows comparison analysis of CPU utilization in 

MapReduce without BOT vs. MapReduce with BOT. Above 

graph shows CPU utilization difference between Mapreduce 

without BOT and With BOT. Clearly it is concluded from 

the graph that CPU utilization is maximized 5-10 % by 

MapReduce with BOT as compared to MapReduce without 

BOT. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Every cloud jobs have to be scheduled for execution and for 

that good scheduler needed. MapReduce and Bag-of-Task 

both are schedulers which helps cloud jobs to execute and 

meet with proper resources. MapReduce handle cloud jobs 

and help them to Execute but with high execution time and 

minimum CPU utilization.To improve results of MapReduce 

like execution time and CPU utilization apply Bag-of-Task 

on it.In MapReduce with BOT jobs are run parallel, so 

execution time obviously increased because MapReduce 

deal with serialization.CPU utilization also maximized in 

MapReduce with BOT.This theory can try to reducing the 

Execution time as well as CPU utilization along with cloud 

jobs which can be a good for scheduling technology in cloud 

computing. 
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